Preface

This is, on the surface, a book about writing device drivers for the Linux system. That is a worthy goal, of course; the flow of new hardware products is not likely to slow down anytime soon, and somebody is going to have to make all those new gadgets work with Linux. But this book is also about how the Linux kernel works and how to adapt its workings to your needs or interests. Linux is an open system; with this book, we hope, it is more open and accessible to a larger community of developers.

This is the third edition of *Linux Device Drivers*. The kernel has changed greatly since this book was first published, and we have tried to evolve the text to match. This edition covers the 2.6.10 kernel as completely as we are able. We have, this time around, elected to omit the discussion of backward compatibility with previous kernel versions. The changes from 2.4 are simply too large, and the 2.4 interface remains well documented in the (freely available) second edition.

This edition contains quite a bit of new material relevant to the 2.6 kernel. The discussion of locking and concurrency has been expanded and moved into its own chapter. The Linux device model, which is new in 2.6, is covered in detail. There are new chapters on the USB bus and the serial driver subsystem; the chapter on PCI has also been enhanced. While the organization of the rest of the book resembles that of the earlier editions, every chapter has been thoroughly updated.

We hope you enjoy reading this book as much as we have enjoyed writing it.

**Jon’s Introduction**

The publication of this edition coincides with my twelfth year of working with Linux and, shockingly, my twenty-fifth year in the computing field. Computing seemed like a fast-moving field back in 1980, but things have sped up a lot since then. Keeping *Linux Device Drivers* up to date is increasingly a challenge; the Linux kernel hackers continue to improve their code, and they have little patience for documentation that fails to keep up.
Linux continues to succeed in the market and, more importantly, in the hearts and minds of developers worldwide. The success of Linux is clearly a testament to its technical quality and to the numerous benefits of free software in general. But the true key to its success, in my opinion, lies in the fact that it has brought the fun back to computing. With Linux, anybody can get their hands into the system and play in a sandbox where contributions from any direction are welcome, but where technical excellence is valued above all else. Linux not only provides us with a top-quality operating system; it gives us the opportunity to be part of its future development and to have fun while we’re at it.

In my 25 years in the field, I have had many interesting opportunities, from programming the first Cray computers (in Fortran, on punch cards) to seeing the minicomputer and Unix workstation waves, through to the current, microprocessor-dominated era. Never, though, have I seen the field more full of life, opportunity, and fun. Never have we had such control over our own tools and their evolution. Linux, and free software in general, is clearly the driving force behind those changes.

My hope is that this edition helps to bring that fun and opportunity to a new set of Linux developers. Whether your interests are in the kernel or in user space, I hope you find this book to be a useful and interesting guide to just how the kernel works with the hardware. I hope it helps and inspires you to fire up your editor and to make our shared, free operating system even better. Linux has come a long way, but it is also just beginning; it will be more than interesting to watch—and participate in—what happens from here.

Alessandro’s Introduction

I’ve always enjoyed computers because they can talk to external hardware. So, after soldering my devices for the Apple II and the ZX Spectrum, backed with the Unix and free software expertise the university gave me, I could escape the DOS trap by installing GNU/Linux on a fresh new 386 and by turning on the soldering iron once again.

Back then, the community was a small one, and there wasn’t much documentation about writing drivers around, so I started writing for Linux Journal. That’s how things started: when I later discovered I didn’t like writing papers, I left the universisty and found myself with an O’Reilly contract in my hands.

That was in 1996. Ages ago.

The computing world is different now: free software looks like a viable solution, both technically and politically, but there’s a lot of work to do in both realms. I hope this book furthers two aims: spreading technical knowledge and raising awareness about the need to spread knowledge. That’s why, after the first edition proved inter-estig to the public, the two authors of the second edition switched to a free license,
supported by our editor and our publisher. I’m betting this is the right approach to
information, and it’s great to team up with other people sharing this vision.
I’m excited by what I witness in the embedded arena, and I hope this text helps by
doing more; but ideas are moving fast these days, and it’s already time to plan for the
fourth edition, and look for a fourth author to help.

**Greg’s Introduction**

It seems like a long time ago that I picked up the first edition of this *Linux Device
Drivers* book in order to figure out how to write a real Linux driver. That first edi-
tion was a great guide to helping me understand the internals of this operating sys-
tem that I had already been using for a number of years but whose kernel had never
taken the time to look into. With the knowledge gained from that book, and by read-
ing other programmers’ code already present in the kernel, my first horribly buggy,
broken, and very SMP-unsafe driver was accepted by the kernel community into the
main kernel tree. Despite receiving my first bug report five minutes later, I was
hooked on wanting to do as much as I could to make this operating system the best
it could possibly be.

I am honored that I’ve had the ability to contribute to this book. I hope that it
enables others to learn the details about the kernel, discover that driver development
is not a scary or forbidding place, and possibly encourage others to join in and help
in the collective effort of making this operating system work on every computing
platform with every type of device available. The development procedure is fun, the
community is rewarding, and everyone benefits from the effort involved.

Now it’s back to making this edition obsolete by fixing current bugs, changing APIs
to work better and be simpler to understand for everyone, and adding new features.
Come along; we can always use the help.

**Audience for This Book**

This book should be an interesting source of information both for people who want
to experiment with their computer and for technical programmers who face the need
to deal with the inner levels of a Linux box. Note that “a Linux box” is a wider con-
cept than “a PC running Linux,” as many platforms are supported by our operating
system, and kernel programming is by no means bound to a specific platform. We
hope this book is useful as a starting point for people who want to become kernel
hackers but don’t know where to start.

On the technical side, this text should offer a hands-on approach to understanding
the kernel internals and some of the design choices made by the Linux developers.
Although the main, official target of the book is teaching how to write device drivers,
the material should give an interesting overview of the kernel implementation as well.
Although real hackers can find all the necessary information in the official kernel sources, usually a written text can be helpful in developing programming skills. The text you are approaching is the result of hours of patient grepping through the kernel sources, and we hope the final result is worth the effort it took.

The Linux enthusiast should find in this book enough food for her mind to start playing with the code base and should be able to join the group of developers that is continuously working on new capabilities and performance enhancements. This book does not cover the Linux kernel in its entirety, of course, but Linux device driver authors need to know how to work with many of the kernel’s subsystems. Therefore, it makes a good introduction to kernel programming in general. Linux is still a work in progress, and there’s always a place for new programmers to jump into the game.

If, on the other hand, you are just trying to write a device driver for your own device, and you don’t want to muck with the kernel internals, the text should be modularized enough to fit your needs as well. If you don’t want to go deep into the details, you can just skip the most technical sections, and stick to the standard API used by device drivers to seamlessly integrate with the rest of the kernel.

**Organization of the Material**

The book introduces its topics in ascending order of complexity and is divided into two parts. The first part (Chapters 1–11) begins with the proper setup of kernel modules and goes on to describe the various aspects of programming that you’ll need in order to write a full-featured driver for a char-oriented device. Every chapter covers a distinct problem and includes a quick summary at the end, which can be used as a reference during actual development.

Throughout the first part of the book, the organization of the material moves roughly from the software-oriented concepts to the hardware-related ones. This organization is meant to allow you to test the software on your own computer as far as possible without the need to plug external hardware into the machine. Every chapter includes source code and points to sample drivers that you can run on any Linux computer. In Chapters 1 and 1, however, we ask you to connect an inch of wire to the parallel port in order to test out hardware handling, but this requirement should be manageable by everyone.

The second half of the book (Chapters 12–18) describes block drivers and network interfaces and goes deeper into more advanced topics, such as working with the virtual memory subsystem and with the PCI and USB buses. Many driver authors do not need all of this material, but we encourage you to go on reading anyway. Much of the material found there is interesting as a view into how the Linux kernel works, even if you do not need it for a specific project.
Background Information

In order to be able to use this book, you need to be confident with C programming. Some Unix expertise is needed as well, as we often refer to Unix semantics about system calls, commands, and pipelines.

At the hardware level, no previous expertise is required to understand the material in this book, as long as the general concepts are clear in advance. The text isn’t based on specific PC hardware, and we provide all the needed information when we do refer to specific hardware.

Several free software tools are needed to build the kernel, and you often need specific versions of these tools. Those that are too old can lack needed features, while those that are too new can occasionally generate broken kernels. Usually, the tools provided with any current distribution work just fine. Tool version requirements vary from one kernel to the next; consult Documentation/Changes in the source tree of the kernel you are using for exact requirements.

Online Version and License

The authors have chosen to make this book freely available under the Creative Commons “Attribution-ShareAlike” license, Version 2.0:

http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/linuxdrive3

Conventions Used in This Book

The following is a list of the typographical conventions used in this book:

*Italic*

Used for file and directory names, program and command names, command-line options, URLs, and new terms

*Constant Width*

Used in examples to show the contents of files or the output from commands, and in the text to indicate words that appear in C code or other literal strings

*Constant Width Italic*

Used to indicate text within commands that the user replaces with an actual value

*Constant Width Bold*

Used in examples to show commands or other text that should be typed literally by the user
Pay special attention to notes set apart from the text with the following icons:

![Tip Icon]
This is a tip. It contains useful supplementary information about the topic at hand.

![Warning Icon]
This is a warning. It helps you solve and avoid annoying problems.

**Using Code Examples**

This book is here to help you get your job done. In general, you may use the code in this book in your programs and documentation. The code samples are covered by a dual BSD/GPL license.


**We’d Like to Hear from You**

Please address comments and questions concerning this book to the publisher:

O’Reilly Media, Inc.
1005 Gravenstein Highway North
Sebastopol, CA 95472
(800) 998-9938 (in the United States or Canada)
(707) 829-0515 (international or local)
(707) 829-0104 (fax)

We have a web page for this book, where we list errata, examples, and any additional information. You can access this page at:


To comment or ask technical questions about this book, send email to:

bookquestions@oreilly.com

For more information about our books, conferences, Resource Centers, and the O’Reilly Network, see our web site at:

[http://www.oreilly.com](http://www.oreilly.com)
Safari Enabled

When you see a Safari® Enabled icon on the cover of your favorite technology book, that means the book is available online through the O’Reilly Network Safari Bookshelf.

Safari offers a solution that’s better than e-books. It’s a virtual library that lets you easily search thousands of top tech books, cut and paste code samples, download chapters, and find quick answers when you need the most accurate, current information. Try it for free at http://safari.oreilly.com.
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